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1. STATEMENT OF RESULTS 
In [4], Yorke and the author proved that under certain conditions, differential 
systems exhibit bifurcation of periodic orbits from stationary solutions. This 
result generalizes the classic bifurcation theorem of E. Hopf and establishes 
a global version in that the periodic orbits exist not just in a neighborhood of 
the bifurcation point. We used an invariant from stable homotopy (alias framed 
bordism) that can be considered a generalization of the Brouwer degree. The 
methods used to handle this invariant are somewhat alien to analysis, however, 
and so the result may seem more obscure than it should. The purpose of the 
present article is to isolate explicitly and to genefalize the result from algebraic 
topology, so that it can be used for other purposes. Furthermore, we show that 
in the stable range, this is the best result of this sort that can be had. 
The proof in [4] used a two-dimensional parameter space; here the parameter 
is allowed to vary over any finite number of dimensions. The variable is allowed 
to take values in either a finite-dimensional space or a Banach space. In the latter 
case, the operator involved is required to be of the form (identity + compact), 
but proving the result for more general operators certainly seems possible and 
desirable. For example, Nussbaum has used the result for certain operators of 
the form (identity + A-proper) (via an ad hoc argument). The case of operators 
of the form (identity + condensing) is considered in [5]. For applications other 
than [4], the reader is referred to the previously mentioned work of Nussbaum 
[20], the recent work of Ize on nonlinear eigenvalue problems [12] (see also 
[19, Sect. 4.5]), and some results of Rabinowitz [23]. (See also [19, Sect. 3.41.) 
(More properly, the results of Rabinowitz should be considered the first example 
of this type of result. They now can be considered the particular case n = 1 of the 
present result.) For other uses of framed bordism in Banach spaces, the reader is 
referred to [S, 181. 
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We consider the finite-dimensional case first. Suppose given a continuous 
function fi U + Rm where U is an open set in Rn x Rm containing (0,O). 
Points of U are denoted (h, u); often A is considered a parameter. We identify R” 
with the axis Rn x {O}. We supposef(X, 0) = 0 for h in some neighborhood N 
of the origin in R”; we may consider N to be closed ball of radius E. We suppose 
that in this neighborhood, the u derivative 
is defined and continuous in N. We denote this derivative L(h). Thus L is a 
continuous map of N to the linear maps of Rm to w (if you wish, the (m x m) 
matrices). We hypothesize that L(X) is nonsingular for all h in N except possibly 
X = 0. Let 9-l be a small sphere (of radius less than E) around the origin in N. 
Applying L we receive an element yf of n-n--l(GL(m)), the (n - I)-dimensional 
homotopy group of the general linear group. Let a = f-‘(O) - N. Call the 
elements of N the trivial zeros off, those of 52 the nontrivial zeros. 
The result states that if yf satisfies certain conditions, nontrivial zeros off 
abound. We now develop the homotopy theory necessary to state the conditions. 
For Q > m, the general linear group GL(m) operates on R2 by operating on the 
first m coordinates. Thus we may consider GL(m) included in GL(q), say 
i: GL(m) -+ GL(q). Then i,yf E nnel(GL(q)). For q > ra, the group rr,-,(GL(q)) 
is independent of q, by the Bott Periodicity Theorem and the fact that the 
orthogonal group is a deformation retract of the general linear group. Denote 
this common group by m-i . Its value can be read from the following table. 
(Here of course Z denotes the group of integers; Z/22 is then the group of 
two elements.) 
n modulo 8 1 2 345678 
=,-1 zjzz zjzz 0 z 0 0 0 z 
Denote i,yf by yjs E r+i . 
We also need a sequence of numbers b, . Recall that the Bernoulli numbers B, 
are the rationals defined by 
.1 -= 
e” - 1 1 -;+ f (-])k-‘Bk$$. k=l 
Let bk be the denominator of B,/4k expressed in lowest terms. 
There is another description of the b, due to Milnor and Kervaire [17] (see 
also [l, II]). For each prime p and integer n, define am to be the largest power 
of p that divides n. Thus 
n = 2’2’“’ . 3%‘“’ . 5&d . . . . . 
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Define the number-theoretic function m(t) by 
ift+Omodulop-1 
iftrOmodulop--1 P odd, 
if t $ 0 modulo 2 
if t G 0 modulo 2. 
Thus for example, m(odd) = 2. Milnor and Kervaire prove that b, = m(2k). 
Here is a short table. 
b, = 24 b, = 16,320 
b, = 240 b, = 28,728 
b, = 504 b,, = 13,200 
b, = 480 b,, = 552 
b, = 264 b,, = 131,040 
b, = 65,520 b,, = 24 
b, = 24 b,, = 6960 
We can now state a theorem. Let 52’ = Q u ((0, 0)). 
1.1 THEOREM. Suppose one of the following two conditions holds: 
(a) n = 1 or 2 mod&o 8 and yrS # 0, or 
(b) n = 412 and yfS is not divisible by b, . 
Then there exists a connected set Q, in Q’ with (0, 0) E Q, and satisfriq (at least) 
one of the followiq 
(A) f& n @dry N) # RC, 
(B) Q, is not contained in any compact subset of 42. 
1.2 THEOREM. Suppose m > n. Given y E ZT+~ . If either y = 0 or n = 4k 
and y is divisible by b, , then there is anf: R” x R” + R” as described in the third 
paragraph with yf = y, but with no Q, as described in the theorem. 
We now consider the case of Banach space. We write f: %! -+ B as the 
parametrized operator fA: aA -+ B, where %A is the h-slice of %. We require 
that each fA be of the form I + C, where C, is a compact (nonlinear) operator. 
Sometimes we write f = I + C: @ - B where C is the union of the C, . The 
dependence of CA on X is to be nice enough (say locally uniformly continuous) 
that C is compact. The derivative L(h) then lies in a group denoted G&(B) 
(meaning “invertible of the form identity + compact linear”), and yf lives in 
rr,,(GL,(B)) = n+r (for this last isomorphism, see [S, Theorem 1.31.) In the 
infinite-dimensional case we state the result slightly differently. Let a’ = 
Q u w, w. 
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1.3 THEOREM. Suppose one of the following two conditions holds: 
(a) n = 1 OY 2 module 8 and yf # 0, or 
(b) n = 4k and yf is not divisible by b, . 
Then there exists a connected set 9, in Qnl containing (0,O) and satisfring (at least) 
one of the following: 
(A) Q,,n(bdryN)# m,or 
(B) Da n (complement %) # @, or 
(C) i2, is unbounded. 
In Section 2, we collect in one place a number of preliminary results about 
separating sets which we use in the proofs. We prove (1.1) in Section 3. It is 
here that the bulk of algebraic topology is needed. In Section 4, we prove (1.2). 
The proof is not very constructive; it uses obstruction theory. In Section 5, 
we prove (1.3). This is mostly a matter of making the correct finite-dimensional 
approximations. Finally in Section 6, we make some remarks about our proofs 
and the proofs of others of similar results. 
2. SOME POINT-SET TOPOLOGY 
Much of the work will be showing that certain sets cannot be separated from 
each other. In this section we collect the definitions and some basic results about 
the concept so they are available for ready reference later. 
Let X be a Hausdorff space, and A and B closed subsets of X. The sets A and 
B can be separated if there are disjoint open subsets U and V of X such that 
U u V = X, A C U, B C V. Let [0, l] be the closed unit interval. The one- 
dimensional Cech cohomology group &l([O, 11, (0) u {I}) is a copy of the 
integers Z; let p be a generator. Let v: X --f [O, l] denote any continuous map 
which takes A to (0) and B to (1). Note that any two such maps 9) are homotopic 
relative to A u B. 
2.1 PROPOSITION. The following are equivalent. 
(1) A and B cannot be separated in X. 
(2) Any map v: X -+ [O, l] as above must be surjective. 
(3) For any map 9) as above, the class vets E @(X, A u B) is not zero. 
Proof. Suppose that (2) is false. There exist p: X -+ [O, l] and r in the open 
interval (0, 1) not in the image. Let U = qr([O, Y)) and V = @((r, I]). The 
sets U and V separate A and B and thus (1) is false. That is, (1) implies (2). 
Suppose (1) is false. That is, separating sets U and V exist. Define v’: 
X -+ [0, l] by v(U) = {0}, F(V) = {I}. Clearly QJ*,U = 0 E @(X, A u B). 
Hence (3) implies (1). 
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Suppose (3) is false. We are given cp: X -+ [0, l] with v*p = 0. Let S be the 
unit circle in the complex plane and let E: R -+ 9 be E(T) = exp(275ir). Note that 
(c I LO, II)*: msl, (1)) -+ ma 11, @I u UH 
is an isomorphism; let ,% be the preimage of p. There exists a polyhedral triple 
(2, .&, 3) such that v factors as 
(X, A, B) m’_ (x, a, 8) -% ([O, 11, @I, {l}) 
and such that +*p = 0 [7, A3 and Proposition VIII.5.18, 151. Since S1 is an 
Eilenberg-McLane space K(Z, l), two maps +,, , I&: (X, A U 2) -+ (P, (1)) are 
homotopic relative to A u B if and only if F~*,G = +i*,%. Thus if (+)* ,ii = 0, 
the map &, = E$ is homotopic relative to 2 u B to c1 which takes all of X to 
{I} C 9. Let 6: X X [0, l] -+ 9 be the homotopy. Any map 0: Y -+ 9 of a 
polyhedron Y to S which induces the trivial map on the fundamental group of 
each component (= arc-component) lifts to a map @‘: Y--f R so that E@’ = @. 
In particular 4 lifts to 6’: X x [0, l] + R. We may assume 
@(A x LO, 11) = m, @(II x [O, 11) = (1). 
Further, the image @(a x (13) is contained in the integers Z in R. Define a 
retraction Y: Z--f (0) u (1) by r(0) = 0, r(z) = 1 if z # 0. Then v: X-t 
(0) u (1) defined by p(x) = Y@(~‘x, 1) defines a map y: X -+ [0, l] with 
F(A) = {0}, y,(B) = (1) and which is not surjective. Thus (2) is false. Hence 
(2) implies (3). The proof of the proposition is complete. 
A topological space is connected if no two subsets can be separated. That is, 
there are no disjoint nonempty open subsets U and V with X = U u V. A 
component of any space X is a maximal connected subset. Components are always 
closed. 
2.2 PROPOSITION. Let X be compact Hausdorff. Let KO be a component and K1 
be a closed set d&joint from KO . Then K,, and K1 can be separated. 
Proof. Proposition C of [I 1, Chap. II, Sect. 41 states that for X compact, 
the set of points that cannot be separated from a point x E X is precisely the 
component of X containing x. Proposition B of [ll, Chap. II, Sect. 41 states 
that for X compact, if x E X can be separated from each point of a closed 
subset K1 of X, then x can be separated from K1 . (These two particular 
propositions of [l l] do not require that X be separable metric.) Proposition 2.2 
follows immediately. 
2.3 PROPOSITION. Let X be locally compact and Hausdorff, and let X+ be any 
compacti$cation of X. If K is a compact connected component of X, it is also a 
compact connected component of X+. 
Proof. Clearly K remains connected in X+. It needs to be shown that any 
set in X+ that is larger than K is not connected. Since the identity map of X 
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to itself extends to a map from X+ to the one-point compactification X u (co} 
of X, it is sufficient to prove the result for X+ = X u {co}. 
First we separate K and {co}. Let N be any open neighborhood of K with 
co $ m. Such a neighborhood exists because X is locally compact and K is 
compact. If aN = o , the sets Qi = N, Qs = X+ - N separate K and {co}. 
If aN # 0, it is a compact subset of the compact space m. The set K is a 
component in Iv; hence Proposition 2.2 implies K can be separated from each 
point in aN. By [ll, Proposition 11.4.B] again, K can be separated from 8N 
in n. Thus there exist compact sets Qi , Qs’ such that Qi n Q2’ = ,@, Qi U 
Qa’ = x, K CQi , aNCQ,‘. The sets Qi , Qz = Qa’ u (X+ - N) separate K 
and {co) in X+. 
Now let H be any set in X+ properly containing K. If H CT Q2 # B, the 
sets H n Qr , H n Qz disconnect H. If H n Qs = a, we use the fact that K is a 
component in Qi to disconnect H. Thus K is a maximal connected set in X+. 
The proof is complete. 
We leave it to the reader to construct examples showing the last two results 
are false if the word “compact” is deleted throughout. 
3. PROOF OF (1.1) 
Assume the hypotheses of the theorem throughout this section. Recall that 
S-l is a sphere of radius less than E sitting in N, which is the ball of radius E in 
Rn = R” x (0) in Rn x Rm. Let D, (resp. 0,) be the interior (exterior) of 
9-i in N. Thus N is the disjoint union D, u 9-l U D, . Let Sm+ = 
Rmfn u {co} be the one-point compactification of R” x R”. Let 
-t’ = (Rm+n - %) uf-‘(0) u {co}. 
Put another way, V is the complement of the set where f is defined and nonzero. 
We will prove the theorem by making a more-or-less orderly retreat through a 
series of lemmas. 
3.1 LEMMA. If D, and Dl cannot be separated in V” - 3--l, the theorem is true. 
Proof. Since L(X) is nonsingular for A # 0, the only point that can possibly 
be in 8 n D, is the origin (0, 0). If D, and D, cannot be separated in V - S--l, 
then J? connects (0,O) and H = (S’m+n - a) u D, (i.e., (0,O) and H n Q 
cannot be separated in8). If U,, (containing (0,O)) and V,, are open sets separating 
(0,O) and H, then lJ,, u D, , V,, u H separate D, and Dl in V - 9-l. Let K be 
the component of (0,O) in a. Then K must connect (0,O) and H; otherwise 
by (2.2), K and D n H can be separated in Q, which we have just shown is not 
the case. Now consider K n sz’. Clearly K is a compactification of K n Sz’; 
therefore by (2.3), K n 9’ has no compact components. That is, every com- 
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ponent of K n Q’ contains a point of H in its closure. Let Sz, be the com- 
ponent of K n Q’ that contains (0,O). If D,, n D, # o , conclusion (A) obtains; 
if Q,, n (Sm+n - %) # m, conclusion (B) obtains. This completes the proof of 
(3.1). 
We turn to the task of proving that D, and D, cannot be separated in 
V - S-1. We need the machinery of generalized homologies. The reader 
is referred to [2] as a general reference. A generalized homology h, defined 
on the category of CW spaces is a covariant graded-group-valued functor 
satisfying the Eilenberg-Steenrod axioms except for the dimension axiom. 
The group associated to a space X is denoted h,(X). Such a homology theory 
determines a cohomology theory h * defined on CW spaces and a Cech 
cohomology theory i* defined on arbitrary spaces [7, A.31. There are associated 
reduced groups, denoted h”,(X), etc. The theory is multiplicative if h* has a 
natural graded ring structure with unit. The unit in hO(point) = h”O(SO) deter- 
mines a class Z” E ko(So), and by suspensions, classes ZN E &,(SN). These classes 
are called the orientation classes of spheres SN. The closed disk DNfl is also 
oriented by a class dNfl E hN+l(D N+l, SN) such that aAN+l = ZN where 8 is the 
natural boundary homomorphism. Also the classes ZN x P E &+,(SN x S”) 
are defined using the exterior form of the product. 
Recall that 9-l is a small sphere in N. Let P--l be a small sphere around the 
origin in R”. For Sm-i small enough, the set S-l x Smm-l in R” x R” is 
contained in Sntm - V since L(A) is nonsingular on S”-i. Say i: Sri-l X Sm-l -+ 
Sn~b9z - V is the inclusion. Let 0 be the class i*(,F-1 x ,??-I) E 
h”n+m--f(s m+n - y )- 
3.2 LEMMA. If for some multiplicative homology h, , the class 0 # 0, then Do 
and D, cannot be separated in V - ,!?-I. 
Proof. Suppose Y C X are closed subsets of the sphere SN. Then 
[2, Chap. lo] the homology sequence of the triple (SN, SN - Y, SN - X) and 
the Cech cohomology sequence of the pair (X, Y) embed in a commutative 
diagram 
- k(X) F l?(Y) 
b 
h,-,(SN, - X) - h,-,(SN, SN - Y) 
Y, SN - X) - hN-T-l(SN, SN - X) - 
where the “duality maps” r (capping with D’)--l are isomorphisms. 
Let Sn-1 be a slight “thickening” of Sn-l to an open set in N, so that 9-l 
is a deformation retract of ,!%I. Let Do (resp. D1) be the interior (exterior) of 
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.@-I in N. We show that s,, and 13, cannot be separated in V - Sn--l, which is 
good enough to prove (3.2). Let X = V - 3%--l, Y = N - Sri-r = D,, u ti, 
(we have arranged it so X and Y are closed in Smfn). Suppose i$ and tjl can be 
separated in V - Sn-r. Then there exists a map q~: V - Sri-l + (0) u (1) 
such that cp(&) = {0}, I@,) = (1). Let 0: Do u Dr + {0} u {I} be the restric- 
tion of q~. Now x*(O) u (1)) = h*({O} u (1)) is a free h*(point) module on 










m+qgn-l)) L h p+n,Sm+qNp 1) ) L h 
mtn 
m+~~,(Smt”-(N-~“-~),Sm+n-(~~“-‘)) 
excision s k* 
isomorphism I 
h m+n-, CSm+“-N,Sm+“a 
I a 
h m+“-2(Sm+“~ 
Rename the interior of 9-l in N by Dn and let Dm be the interior of P-l in 
Rm. Then D” x Dm is a disk Dn+“; let dn+m be the orientation class in 
h,+,(D”+“, Sn+m-l). Let j: Dnirn ---f Sn+m be the inclusion and let pa = 
j*An+* E h,+,(S n+m, Sn+m - (V - Sn-l)). We claim that 8*p,, = rp, . To see 
this, suppose 0,: Sn+m --f (0) maps all of Sn+m to 0 and 0, is the restriction of 0, 
to l& . Let D”,‘” be the closure of the complement of Dn+m in Sn+n. Almost by 
definition we have that B,*p, = EPtm. The formula we claim follows from that 
and the commutativity of the following diagram since Zn+nz goes across the top 
to PO. 
h ,+m(S”+m,D~m) PI h,+m(D”+m,S”+m-’ 1 
h 
h’({O}) - h”({O}U{I}) 
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Let An x 2?-1 be the orientation class in h,+,-r(D” x S--l, Sri-l x SW-l). 
Let j’: Dn x Sm-r + Sm+fi be the inclusion and 7 = j,‘(A” x P--l) E 
h,+,-l(Sm+n - N, Sm+n - 9’). Then it is straightforward to check that 
K.+T = &J, and that & = c. Thus 8(&)-l ar-V*p, = u # 0 by hypothesis. On 
the other hand, if q~ exists, W-lO*p, = ar-le*q*p, = r-Qe*y*p, = 0 and 
o = 0. Thus v does not exist. This proves (3.2). 
Unfortunately it is not possible to use ordinary homology for h, , since it 
seems not to be possible to prove directly that 9-r x S”-1 carries homology 
in Snz+n - -Y (although it is possible to prove it a posteriori). We must use a 
stronger homology; the one we use is stable homotopy or framed bordism. We 
now briefly describe it. Let M be a compact smooth n-dimensional manifold. 
Suppose M x DN-n is smoothly embedded in some Euclidean space RN. 
Such an embedding naturally induces one of M x D”-” in RM for any M > N. 
The embedding in RM is called a suspension of the embedding in RN. Two 
embeddings are equivalent if some suspension of one can be isotoped into some 
suspension of the other. Such an equivalence class is called a framing on M, 
which is said to be a framed manifold. Such manifolds are a bordism category in 
the sense of [24, Chap. l] and so we can form the homology theory of framed 
manifolds in a space. The theory is called framed bordism. Framed bordism is a 
multiplicative homology theory. There are a number of notations for it; we offer 
yet another, viz. Ml* , since the theory comes from the Thorn spectrum of the 
trivial group. An element of Ml,(X) is represented by a map of a framed 
manifold to X; two maps represent the same element precisely when they are 
bordant over X. Reference [24], particularly the first three chapters, is the 
standard reference for bordism. 
L. S. Pontrjagin, in the first work on bordism [21], essentially proved that 
framed bordism is nothing other than stable homotopy. This allows us to com- 
pute the groups. In particular %?l,(SN) . IS a copy of the integers, and the 
orientation class ZN is a generator. It is not hard to give a representative for ZN. 
The sphere SN embedded in the standard way in RN+l gives SN a framing. The 
identity map of SN with this framing to SN represents ,ZN. More generally, 
suppose we have a map g: SM -+ SN. The map g determines a stable homotopy 
class [g] E rhVN m Ml,-,(point). Recall that &,(SN) is a module over 
Ml,(point) on the generator Z N. It is straightforward to check that gJM = 
kl . JYN. 
At this point we need the J homomorphism of Whitehead [26]. It is a map 
.I: ~n-l(G-W) - G+,-~ (Sm). We also consider its stabilization _T: 7rn-r --f 
n;-, = Ml,-,(point). If 12 > 1, the J homomorphism is a group homomorphism 
If n = 1, it is a map J: Z/22 - 2. The zero element goes to zero and the 
nonzero element goes to 2. We leave the following to the reader, since it involves 
nothing more than comparing the definition of the J-homomorphism with the 
last fact of the previous paragraph. 
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3.3 LEMMA. Let y E rnTl(GL(m)) be represented by yl: Sri--l + GL(m). Let 
ys E w+, be the stabilization of y. Dejke F = FY Snvl X ?Pm-l-+ R* - (0) by 
F(x, y) = yl(x) * y. ThenF,(P-l x P-l) = (Jy”) P+l E %&-l(Rm - (O))= 
iFl,&s”1). 
Now we are essentially done. Restrict our givenf tof: Sn+m - -Y + Rm - (0). 
Thenf,a = f*i*(.?Fl x ,P-1) = FY.+.(,P-~ x .Z?-l) where i: ,.?I x Sm--l-+ 
Sm+n - Y is the inclusion and y = yj . Thus we have the following. 
3.4 LEMMA. If Jyrs # 0, then u # 0. 
The results of J. F. Adams et al. [I, 6, 16,22,25] tell us that JyYs # 0 
precisely when yf5 satisfies the conditions of the theorem. Thus the theorem is 
proved. 
4. PROOF OF 1.2 
Unless 12 = 41i, the result is trivial. Choose a map g: Sri-l + GL(m) repre- 
senting y. Let D” be the unit disk in Rr”. Define a map G: S”-1 x D” + Rm 
by the prescription G(h, u) = g(h) . u. Note that G(h, u) # 0 if u # 0. Thus G 
restricted to the boundary P-l x Sm-l is a map G’: P-l x Sm-l + Rm - {O}. 
We ask whether there is an extension of G’ to Dn x P-l. The obstructions 
[lo, Chap. VI] to such an extension lie in the groups 
H”(Dn x Sm--l, Sri-l x Sm--l, TT,&R~ - (0))). 
There is only one possible obstruction in this case (recall m > n); it lies in 
Hn++l(Dn x P-l, 9-l x P-l; ?,,+,-,(Sm-l)) w TT~+&S+~) 
= Tn+n-,(Sm) 
and is easily seen to be Jy. By the results on the J-homomorphism quoted at the 
end of the last section, the obstruction is zero under the hypotheses of (1.2), 
so there exists an extension. Denote it H: D” x S”-1+ R” - (0). For 
0 < t Q 1, let g,(h) denote the matrix which is g(h) with all entries multiplied 
by t. Define F: D” x D” + Rm by 
f(k 4 = (1 - I u l”)m(4 . u + I u I2 W). 
Then f is not zero on the boundary (Dn x S-l) u (P-l x 0”) unless u = 0. 
Extending f radially, we have a function defmed on Rn x R1”. It is zero when 
X = 0. These are the trivial zeros. The only possible nontrivial zeros are in 
D” x Dm and the origin is the only possible trivial zero which is an accumulation 
point of nontrivial zeros. Thus we have our counterexample. 
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The preceding function is rather unsatisfactory, for there may be local 
bifurcation at the origin. The import of (1.2) is that stable homotopy will not 
yield a stronger result than (1.1). It would be exceedingly interesting to have a 
direct construction off in the cases n = 4k; that is, a proof that does not use the 
Adams results on the order of J. Finally, we might mention that there is another 
interpretation of J which throws a little different light on the problem. The 
element y determines an m-dimensional vector bundle over P-l. Then Jr 
determines the spherical fibration associated to the vector bundle. When Jy = 0, 
the vector bundle is fiber homotopically trivial. This also yields the function H. 
5. PROOF OF (1.3) 
Let f = I + C: @ + B where @ C Rn x B. Let (R” x B)+ be the space 
(R” x B) u {co}, where complements of bounded sets form a neighborhood 
basis for co. It is a normal space. Let D = D, = {u E B 1 1 u 1 < q} for 7 > 0. 
Recall that N is a ball in Rn of radius E. Fix the radius of P-l at &. Define 
y: (R” x B)+ - (Sri-l x D) + [0, I] by 
Clearly v(D,) = (0}, q(DJ = (1) (D, and D, are defined at the beginning of 
Section 3.) We restrict p to V” - P-r = ((R” x B)+ - @) u f -l(O) - Sn-1 
and denote the restriction also by v. Using the notation of (2.1), we prove the 
following. 
5.1 LEMMA. v*p # 0 in &(V" - P--l, D, u Dl). Thus D, , D, cannot be 
separated in Y - Sn-I. 
Proof. The proof has much in common with the proof for the infinite- 
dimensional case in [3]. Not surprisingly, we make finite-dimensional approxi- 
mations to f and use (1.1) in conjunction with (2.1). There are two sources of 
complications. One is that the theorem involves both the function and its 
derivative. We must maintain control over both. The other is that a compact 
linear map is not necessarily closely approximatable by a linear map with 
finite rank. The homotopies involved are thus not “small” ones-they can move 
points a considerable distance. 
Suppose E is a bounded subset of a Banach space B, and F: [0, l] x E + B 
a map such that F(t, -): E ---f B has precompact image for each t E [0, 11. Still 
F(E) need not be precompact. (Example. Let B be the Hilbert space of square 
summable real sequences with standard basis e, e2 ,... . Let &: [0, l] -+ [0, l] 
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be a spike function which between 2di-l, 2di increases from 0 to 1 and decreases 
back to 0, and which is 0 on the rest of [0, 11. Let F(t, .) map each e, to &(t) ei 
and extend linearly over B. Let E be the unit sphere.) If F(E) is compact, we say 
that F (or I + F) is a compact homotopy (on E). If F is a compact homotopy on E 
and F(0, E) and F( 1, E) both are finite dimensional, there is a finite-dimensiona 
approximation to F which agrees with F at t = 0 and 1. 
We fix the following notation (as in [8]). The group of invertible linear maps 
of B to B (i.e., bounded with bounded inverse) is denoted GL(B). It contains two 
subgroups of interest to us: GL,(B) which consists of elements of the form 
I + compact linear, and GL,(B) which consists of elements of the form I + 
linear of finite rank. According to [8, Corollary 2 to Proposition 1.21, the 
inclusion of GL,(B) into GL,(B) is a homotopy equivalence and the homotopy 
groups of both are the T,-~ defmed in Section 1. By hypothesis, L(h) E GL,(B) 
for each h E N - (0). 
Fix the radius of Sn-1 at &. Let S be the sphere of points of norm 7 in B. 
The homotopy F,: [0, l] x 9-l x S --+ B - (0) defined by 
F,(t, A, u) = (A, u) + t-V@, tu) if t#O 
= (A 4 + wq4 0) if t = 0, 
is a compact homotopy between f 1 9-l x S (at t = 1) and the map (h, U) b 
D,f(h, 0) + u (at t = 0). 
We now fix 7. Since L(A) is invertible as a bounded operator on 9-l and 9-l 
is compact, there exist m > 0 so that 1 L(h) . u j > m 1 u 1 if h E Sri-l. Hence 
7 > 0 can be chosen so that 
if 1 u 1 ,( 7, h E 3-l. Note that / f (h, u)I > &rn I u 1 on this set. 
For R = 1, 2,..., approximate C by CR (and f by fR = I + CR) so that 
(a) If@, ~1 -f&4 4 < W-l for I@, 4 < R 
(b) fR(X, 0) = 0 if X E N, 
(c) fR(A, 24) # 0 if h E 9+-l, 0 < / 24 I < 77, 
(d) CR has finite-dimensional range. 
This is done as follows. Choose [ = fR (0 < 5 < 1) so that rn& < tR-l. 
Then choose E = cR > 0 so that E < km& < &R-la Let S, be the sphere of 
radius & in B. (Approximate C(X, u) by C,(X, U) (of finite-dimensional range) 
to within E inside the ball of radius R and outside N x S. Extend CR radially 
outside the ball of radius R for I u I = 57 and 0 < y < 1, define CR@, p) = 
yC,(X, U) for h E N. Then CR satisfies (d) and fR satisfies (a) outside N x S, and 
(b). Moreover, if 47 < I u I < 7 and h E 9--l, 
I f&t 4 3 If (4 41 - If (A, 4 - fdk 41 3 347 - hb > 0. 
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Hence fR satisfies (c). Note that for J I( j = 57 and X E Sn--l, 
HenceforXES”-l,/uj =&,andO<yGl, 
Thus fR satisfies (a). 
By [8, Corollary 2 to Proposition 1.21, the map 
(I + D,C(., 0)) ( 3-l: P-l - GL,(B) 
is homotopic in GL,(B) to some (I + C,): Sri-l -+ GL,(B). Let F,: [0, l] x 
Sri-r ---f GL,(B) be such a homotopy. Let W = {WI , W, ,..., W,> be a finite 
open covering of [0, l] x Sri-l such that no W, intersect both (0) x 9-r and 
(1) x S-l. Let {p),} be a partition of unity associated to WL’ and choose points 
(tl, , A,) E W, such that if W, intersects {i} x Sri-l for i = 0, 1, then t, = i. 
For 0 < r < 1, let I/: [0, l] --f [0, I] be the map which decreases linearly from 
1 toOastgoesfromOtoTandisOforT <t < 1. Define 
Since GL(B), hence GL,(B), is locally convex, if W is fine enough and 7 is small 
enough, F,‘(X, t) E GL,(B) for all (A, t) E [0, l] x 9-l. Moreover, pz’: [0, l] x 
Sn-r x B + B defined bypz’(t, A, u) = F,‘(t, A) . u is compact on each bounded 
set. Consider f’ = F,‘(l, e): Sri-l + GL,(B). Let j Sri-r x B -+ B be given by 
f”‘(h, u) = f’(A) . u. Note that c = f’ - I has finite-dimensional range. In 
sum, we have J’ = I + c’: S”-l x S + B - (0) and (I + D,C) 1 P-l x 
S --f B - (0) homotopic via a compact homotopy. Moreover c’ has finite- 
dimensional range. 
On the other hand, we have fR / 9-l x S = (I + C,) I 9-l x S and 
(I + DUG’) ] S”-’ x S homotopic via a compact homotopy. Also CR has finite- 
dimensional range. Thus C, 1 9-r x S and p’, both with finite-dimensional 
ranges, are homotopic via a compact homotopy. As mentioned previously, we 
can alter the homotopy between them so it has finite-dimensional range, say B, . 
Furthermore, the class of f’: S-l + GL,(B) in GT,-, is the same as that of 
D,f(., 0) = L(.), namely yf . Therefore, if S, = S r\ B, , and i. Sri-l x S, -+ 
(Rn x B)+ - 9’s) n (R” x BR) is the inclusion, i.+i2F1 x ZR) E 
i&(((R” x B)+ - VR) n (R” x BR)) * 1s not zero by (3.4). (Here, ZR E fi *(S,) 
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is the orientation class, “yk = ((R” x B)+ - %) ~f;l(O).) Consider the 
commutative diagram 
By (3.2) and (2.1), the map vR induces a nonzero map in Cech cohomology; 
therefore so does F. That is 
p*p f Odil(VR - S"-',D, u Dl). 
We now use the continuity property of Tech cohomology to prove (5.1). 
Let R range through an increasing sequence R, , R, ,... + co. Let 
9;' = V u {(A, U)E % / !f(A, u)l < $R;'}. 
Clearly each K’ is closed and n ^y;( = V. In fact, if V0 is any neighborhood of V 
in (R" x B)+, there exists & such that KY;:’ C V0 if i 3 & . Therefore by 
[7, Exercise 3 of A.3.161 
@(9'", D, u D,) = limfil(K’, D, u DJ. 
Since v*p f 0 in each @(V’i’, D, u DJ (because <’ 3 VR,), it must be that 
cp*p # 0 in H1(V, D, u Dl). This proves (5.1). 
We now observe that any bounded part of f-l(O) is precompact. This is 
because f-l(O) is the fixed point set of the compact operator c: % + Rn x B 
where C(h, U) = (X, -C(X, u)). Hence 9’ = Sz U ((0, 0)) is locally compact 
(although we do not know that fi is compact) and has a one-point compactifi- 
cation Q’ u {+}. In fact, Q’ u (+} = 8’/@ n ((Sm+n - @) u Dl)). By (5.1), 
the points (0,O) and + cannot be separated in Q’ u {+}. Let Q,, be the com- 
ponent of (0,O) in Q’. If Sz, is bounded and bounded away from the complement 
of @ (i.e., does not satisfy conclusion B) or C) of (1.3)), then o0 is compact. 
Since Q0 cannot be separated from + in Q’ u {+}, it must intersect D, . This 
proves (1.3). 
6. REMARKS 
The proofs of other authors of results similar to those of the present paper are 
ostensibly different. We would like to discuss how they compare to the present 
proof. Briefly put, other proofs start by assuming that the component of (0, 0) 
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in $2 u ((0, 0)) does not have any point of H = ((I? x B)+ - %) u D, in its 
closure. With care, an arbitrarily small neighborhood of this component is 
constructed which does not contain any point of H on its boundary and which 
does not intersect Q. Since this neighborhood is an open set, degree-type argu- 
ments can be employed to show that any such open set must intersect H. 
This contradiction seals the proof. 
In [23], for example, the value of n is 1, and the degrees off(h+ , .): B + B 
are compared where A* are small positive and negative numbers. Under appro- 
priate conditions, they are found to differ by two. This yields the nonzero 
invariant necessary to get a contradiction. (This type of argument had been 
employed earlier by Krasnosel’skii [14] to prove the local version,) The degree 
can be considered to live in the group H,(P, S+l). This group is naturally 
isomorphic to Ml, via the sequence 
H&-P, 9-l) + Hm&F1) 5 T~&P--~) A r,,‘. 
stabilization 
Note that the two points A* constitute an So = Ss--l, and the hypotheses of [23] 
mean that D,f(h* , 0) lie in different components of G,!.(m) or G&(B). Thus ‘yrs 
is the nonzero element of rr, . The difference of the degrees off@*, .) is nothing 
other than 1~~“. In [12], the value of n is 2, and the nonzero invariant necessary 
for the contradiction is quite explicitly Jy/. 
The Tech cohomology of a subspace of Euclidean space is the limit of the 
singular cohomologies of its neighborhoods. In essence, by constructing small 
neighborhoods around Q, these authors are working with &i(Q) or &?ll(D) 
The proof of the duality theorem used in Section 3 is accomplished by sur- 
rounding a closed set by neighborhoods, proving that duality works in the 
singular theory of the neighborhoods and taking limits. Thus one finds in the 
proofs of [23] and [12] reproofs of special cases of the duality theorem. In [13], 
the results of [4] are reproved from this point of view. 
To get the infinite-dimensional result in Section 5, we used the continuity 
property of Tech cohomology. That is, we could investigate the Tech cohomology 
of the zeroes off by studying the Cech cohomology of the zeroes of approxi- 
mations to f. Schematically, we may represent the use of duality and then 
continuity by going around the top right of the following square. 
differential techniques in finite- duality cohomology in finite- 
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By “differential techniques” we mean the use of transversality and differential 
approximation techniques to define bordism. Ize chooses to go the other way 
around the square. He uses a “finite-codimensional” cohomology theory of 
Geba and Granas [9] and the differential topology is done directly on the 
Banach space. However, all the differential topology is done by finite-dimensional 
approximations; which is what the left vertical arrow signifies. In the present 
proof the differential topology is explicitly finite-dimensional and the limiting 
process uses a formal “abstract non-sense” machine. 
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